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In 1865, Heinrich Portscheller emigrated to Mexico from his native Germany, perhaps
motivated by a desire to avoid compulsory military service in the Austro-Prussian War. The
scion of a well-known family of masons and master builders, he had the misfortune to
disembark at Veracruz during the Franco-Mexican War. Portscheller and his traveling
companion were impressed into the imperialist forces and sent to northern Mexico. Sometime
following the Battle of Santa Gertrudis in1866, Portscheller deserted the army and eventually
made a place for himself in Roma, a small town in Starr County, Texas.Over the next decades,
Portscheller acquired a reputation as a master builder and architect. He brought to the Lower
Rio Grande Valley his long heritage of Old World building knowledge and skills and integrated
them with the practices of local Mexican construction and vernacular architecture. However,
despite his many contributions to the distinctive architecture of Roma and surrounding places,
by the mid-twentieth century he was largely forgotten.During nearly fifty years of historical
sleuthing in South Texas and Germany, W. Eugene George reconstructed many of the details
of the life and career of this important South Texas craftsman. Containing editorial contributions
by Mary Carolyn Hollers George and featuring a foreword by Mariá Eugenia Guerra and a
concluding assessment by noted architectural historian Stephen Fox, Master Builder of the
Lower Rio Grande: Heinrich Portscheller at last permits a long-overdue appreciation of the
legacy of this influential architect and builder of the Texas-Mexico borderlands.
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ForewordMARÍA EUGENIA GUERRAWith the publication of Master Builder of the Lower Rio
Grande: Heinrich Portscheller, Eugene George has left a meticulously documented benchmark
for those who will continue to discover the elegant architectural legacy of Enrique Portscheller’s
designs and artisanal brick construction in South Texas and northern Mexico.I’ll leave to the
author, and to Stephen Fox in the afterword, the telling of the master’s craft, his ability to have
made shadow and light dance from the rhythmic placement of brick, and the cultural
significance of the fusion of Portscheller’s Old World masonry and low-fire brick-making skills
with the Creolized New World techniques of brick masons from New Orleans and
Mexico.George’s passionate quest to document Portscheller’s life and work began on a visit to
Roma in 1961 and continued over five decades, charting the German mason’s arrival in
Veracruz in 1865, his move to South Texas, and the significant cluster of brick buildings he
constructed in the flourishing trade city of Roma beginning in 1883. The homes, commercial
buildings, and a convent Portscheller built would be at the heart of the 1993 designation of
Roma’s historic district to the National Historic Landmark District.As Roma’s steamboat
economy waned, Portscheller moved to Laredo in 1894, following the prosperity that came with



the advent of the International & Great Northern Railway. Among his beautiful brick-built
contributions to the cityscape was St. Peter the Apostle Catholic Church in downtown’s depot
district.The innovative mason, who could dress the most austere façades of buildings with
beautiful, almost lyrical repetitions of brick patterns, died in Laredo in 1915.With the publication
of Master Builder of the Lower Rio Grande, Eugene George spared no detail for the distinctive
design elements that set Portscheller’s buildings apart, and in doing so, he gave the maestro
his due:“Heinrich Portscheller’s accomplishment was to enhance the built environment. Not
only did he understand the harmonious relationship between the various architectural
elements, but his work shows a lively experimentation. His ability to use shadow and light to
aesthetic advantage in a desert climate approaches genius. He brought the fruits of his Old
World skills and cultural heritage to the Río Grande borderlands and left it the richer for his
being there.”At the heart of George’s writings about the architecture of the borderlands has
been the tenet that the design of old buildings and the materials used to create them—even
those we have experienced as sunbaked ruins on the salty shores of Falcon Lake—reveal
intent, character, and culture—not only that of the builder, but also of those who owned or
occupied those spaces as homes and businesses.Over decades he shared the certainty that
history’s narrative endures in the precise, square cut of the quarried sandstone, in carved
dentils, and in the massive cypress beams of the homes of the Spanish Colonial
settlers.Unfailingly he brought us to understand: that narrative is a mandate for stewardship
and historic preservation.As the publisher of a small weekly newspaper in Zapata, I first came
across George’s work in the early 1990s. I assiduously studied the drawings and narratives of
Historic Architecture of Texas, The Falcón Reservoir, which focused on the vernacular
architecture of the buildings of Guerrero Viejo and the other settlements inundated by the
waters of the Falcón Reservoir in 1953—comprehending for the first time the magnitude of the
vast, irreplaceable cultural and architectural losses in two countries across a span of 115,000
acres.I remember the initial impact of reading on those pages the nine-letter word “submerged”
under the photos and corresponding drawings of the incredibly beautiful quarried sandstone
block homes of Lopeño, San Bartolo, Uribeño, Ramireño, and Clareño—buildings that
eventually suffered a fate worse than inundation and were dynamited into oblivion on the
reservoir floor so that recreational boaters and anglers on the new lake could move without
impediment.For this journalist the profound loss now had a face, and the recent history of
these colonial settlements now resonated plaintively with injustices wreaked in the name of the
greater good. This sentiment dovetailed with understanding that forty years after the fact, many
Zapatenses were eager to desahogar (unburden) themselves with their stories about the loss
of ancestral homes and land grant ranches, their displacement, and the indignities and raw
deals suffered at the machinations of local, state, and federal government and the International
Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC).For the last quarter century, every story I have
written about the impact of the Falcón Reservoir on those who were displaced is scored,
infused, rayado with what I’ve taken away from George’s writings about the value of historic
buildings and places.By edict of binational pen strokes—which touted the dam’s purposes of
flood control, hydroelectric power generation, and water conservation—the people, culture, and
history of upriver communities were sacrificed to ensure that water the color of emeralds would
cascade from the dam’s spillway for the Valley’s growers of citrus, sugar cane, and produce.For
those who lost family histories, homes, and treasured possessions that had defined them for
centuries, there has been no greater affirmation or measure of that loss than the words and
drawings of George’s Historic Architecture of Texas, The Falcón Reservoir or his subsequent
Lost Architecture of the Río Grande Borderlands. Nor has there been a more critical



assessment of the failure of the IBWC than for its inhumane condemnation and relocation
proceedings, and now for its failure to safeguard from looting the ruins and cemeteries of the
old towns that are exposed when the reservoir’s level drops.Eventually I would meet Eugene
and Mary Carolyn on a street in Guerrero Viejo, the glory of the façade of Nuestra Señora del
Refugio Church behind us, the rubble of stone blocks lining both sides of the narrow street—so
fitting a setting to exchange a first handshake with this eminent steward of borderland history.—
María Eugenia Guerra

PrefaceThe Quest for Heinrich PortschellerGerman-born Heinrich Portscheller immigrated to
the Americas in the mid-nineteenth century. He disembarked at the port of Veracruz, Mexico,
and found his way by a circuitous route to Roma in Starr County, Texas. He brought his Old
World skills in the building trades, which he integrated with traditional practices used in
Mexican construction.When I first encountered the artistry of Portscheller’s architecture in
1961, the identity of the master builder was long forgotten. Unraveling this detective story
would take decades and involve generations of Portschellers in Germany as well as scores of
researchers in the United States.A Texas Historical Commission plaque installed in 2010 at the
corner of Portscheller Street (renamed in the architect’s honor) and Water Street in Roma,
where the greatest concentration of his work is located, now offers answers to the questions:
Who was Heinrich Portscheller? Why should we care?A biographical summary concludes with
this statement: “The architecture of Heinrich Portscheller helped foster a molded brick theme
which strongly reinforces the distinctive architectural identity of the Lower Rio Grande
borderlands.” Roma’s historic district was designated a National Historical Landmark in 1993,
the highest honor bestowed by the National Park Service (NPS), and one of only forty-six sites
to receive the coveted designation in the State of Texas as of 2013.The Mexican ranching
culture of South Texas and northern Mexico has been a consuming interest of mine for three-
quarters of a century.1 My quest for knowledge about Heinrich Portscheller began five decades
ago when I was on the faculty of the School of Architecture at the University of Texas at Austin
(1957–62). In order to evaluate a student research paper, I drove from Austin to Roma, a round
trip of 642 miles. Evan Hintner, a native of the Rio Grande Valley, had written about the Nestor
Sáenz Store (1884) on Hidalgo Street and Juárez Street in Roma, once a flourishing trade
center that was the head of navigation on the Rio Grande in the second half of the nineteenth
century. This was my first encounter with the work of Heinrich Portscheller, the master mason
and brick maker who was responsible for this and other landmarks in Roma, Rio Grande City,
and Laredo, as well as northern Mexico. I then vowed that I would stand at the foot of his
grave.Initial documentation of the Alamo for the Historic American Buildings Survey (TEX-318)
by student field team of José Jiménez and James Emmrich under the supervision of W.
Eugene George. Photograph by W. Eugene George, 1961.A research opportunity presented
itself in the summer of 1961 when I entered into a contract with the NPS to measure and
document Mission San Antonio de Valero, better known as the Alamo, for the Historic
American Buildings Survey (HABS).2 I enlisted the services of two talented and motivated
students for my field team, José G. Jiménez and James Emmrich. After completing our work at
the Alamo, we were given permission by the NPS to use the unexpended grant money for
HABS documentation of buildings of our own choosing. We spent the remaining weeks of the
summer in the borderlands along the lower Rio Grande.When we undertook the measured
drawings and documentation of the Nestor Sáenz Store (1884/TEX 3129) in Roma, Evan
Hintner joined his classmates, Jiménez and Emmrich, on our team. We also produced photo-
data books for two other Portscheller buildings, the Manuel Guerra Residence and Store (1884/



TEX 3146) and the Rafael Garcia Ramirez House (ca. 1880/TEX 3134). In addition, in our
investigation of the Church of Our Lady, Refuge of Sinners, I first learned about Father Pierre
Kéralum.3 In Rio Grande City, a photo-data book was assembled for a fourth Portscheller
building, the Silverio de la Peña Drugstore and Post Office (1886/TEX 3136).I made a good
start on my borderlands research that summer and through the next academic year. Notable
historians continued to mentor me in the ways of the region, directing me to those with
knowledge of all that had gone before. Educator, historian, and civic leader Florence Johnson
Scott would be a most enthusiastic sponsor and friend. Another resource was Mercurio
Martínez, the tax assessor of Starr County. Rafaela Barrera, the high school history teacher in
Roma, invited me to tell her students of my interest and admiration for the special places in
which they lived. This enhanced my credibility with the local population, as did a similar
presentation before a community group in Rio Grande City. In this encounter, I made my first
breakthrough. I repeated some misinformation related to me by a local resident, that the man
whose work I so admired was a Frenchman named Puchilier. With the direct downriver
connection between Roma and New Orleans, this seemed reasonable. But a person in the
audience confided in his friend that “the professor does not know what he is talking about. My
grandfather, Frederick Ellert, emigrated from Germany with Heinrich Portscheller in 1865.” Now
that I had a name, I made contact with Portscheller descendants living in the US and others
contacted me. Family photographs they shared with me offered the next clues, extending my
search back to Germany. Stamps on the back of the photographs indicated that these ancestor
portraits had been made in Zweibrücken and Neustadt in the Palatinate.4
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Maria Elia Ramos, “History behind the building. Living in the Rio Grande City, Texas where his
most known building is located, the Silverio de la Pena building, I found this book very
interesting. It contained new information about his colleagues as well as his familiy's history.
Became intrigued about other buildings and plan to visit them in the near future.”

Laura Villanueva, “Great,great grandfather. Gave me the info I was looking for.”
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The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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